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The “Uncovering Their 
History” website 
began with a 
database. It contains 
names, demographic 
information, and 
citations for our 
sources. There’s also a 
large bibliography.
www.africannativeburialsct.org



Getting organized
´Establish in a timeline or family tree with everything 

you know for certain
´Add what you think you know or remember, but 

aren’t sure about---but put ??? or ***
´Oral family history is very important. It’s telling you 

something, even if it’s messy, incomplete, 
contradictory, or strange. Don’t worry about it 
being “wrong.” 

´Genealogy is a part of history, but history is context. 
Your family’s past is part of the fabric of history, 
and genealogy and history are symbiotic.



Think like a detective
´ Information = Treat information not as facts but as clues, 

esp. in the beginning. 
´ Clues provide leads. Sometimes leads hit dead-ends. 
´ When you hit a dead-end, 

´A) stop that line of inquiry and move on to another, or
´B) stop searching in the repository you’re in now 

(online, or in the library) and switch to another 
repository.

Ø The “two witness” rule: Information is always best if it 
can be corroborated by two (or more) different, 
independent sources.



Digital Sources vs. 
The Library and Archives
´ A digital source simply means the source is accessible online. 
´ Digital sources can be actual, photographed manuscript copies of 

the sources or transcriptions of sources. 
´ For example, the Connecticut State Library has some actual 

photographs of  documents in its “Digital Collections,” 
http://cslib.cdmhost.com/index.php/cdm, but most of its holdings 
are not online. 

´ An archive is a collection of original documents or copies of 
documents on a related them. It can be a broad theme, like 
Connecticut, or a smaller theme, like the Hartford History Center. 
Usually archives also have supporting materials, like history books, 
finding aids, maps, etc. 



Digital Sources vs. 
The Library and Archives
´ Use both if you can
´ Libraries to use in Hartford: 

´the Connecticut State Library History and Genealogy 
Room

´The Hartford Public Library, esp. the Hartford History 
Center

´The Connecticut Historical Society
´The Stowe Center

´ don’t hesitate to ask the reference librarians for 
assistance



Digital Sources vs. 
The Library and Archives
´ Digital Sources vary tremendously.

´ E.g. digitized newspapers often use either Proquest or Readex
search engines. They don’t work the same. Use “advanced 
search” and experiment.

´ Choose digital sources established by reliable 
organizations and institutions.

´ Don’t just google. Do smart searching, especially in the 
beginning. 

´ It’s very important to accumulate good, solid 
information before you do open, online searches (aka 
googling). 



Digital Sources: 
Newspapers

´ The main website for America’s Historical 
Newspapers is at 
https://www.readex.com/content/americas-
historical-newspapers. There is also an America’s 
Ethnic Newspapers database. 

´ Subscription database held by Central Connecticut 
State University. 

´ You can also look at the Connecticut State Library 
(CSL): 
https://ctstatelibrary.org/collections/newspapers/

´ You can also search Chronicling America: 
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/newspapers/con
necticut/



Digital Sources: America’s 
Historical Newspapers, 
1691-1922.
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Digital Sources: Hathitrust and 
Googlebooks

´Sources are free
´Books out of copyright are often completely accessible

´Some books have only “preview” 
´Some books have only “snippets”
´Some books have no access
´Caveat 1: The information may be good, but the 

interpretation in old books may be wrong, offensive, etc. 
´Caveat 2: The information may be affected by the 

interpretation. Always try to corroborate information.



Hathitrust: Searchable books



Digital Sources: Ancestry.com

´Using the General Search
´Using Keywords in the General 

Search
´Searching Ancestry’s Card 

Catalogue



Dos and Don’ts with Ancestry

´Always keep track of your searches: 
spelling variations, keywords, limiters

´Always check historical records and 
do that search first 

´Never believe anyone else’s family 
tree without verifying sources



Probate: Digests, Records and Packets

´A digest is an abstract, not the whole 
record

´Records were kept by court clerk 
and are summaries

´Packets contain the file papers, the 
whole of the existing information



A Digest of the Early Connecticut Probate Records.
Comp. by Charles W. Manwaring. 3 vols. (1904)
Covers 1635-1750. Full Text Searchable.



Probate Records (don’t stop at 1750 like 
Manwaring’s Digest.) Available on Ancestry 
and at the Connecticut State Library.

Frank Freeman’s estate administration recorded in the Probate Record 
Book. 



Probate Packets: Where all the Goods Lie.
Available on Ancestry and at CSL.

Ruth Moore’s Packet Cover and Probate Inventory



Church Records: Connecticut 
Congregational Abstracts on Ancestry.com
(other church records are at the CSL)

´ The Church Records on Ancestry are 
´ 1) only for Congregational Churches and

´ 2) are extracts from the records, not the whole record

´ First look for your ancestor’s surname in alphabetical order—
but try multiple spellings

´ If not there, look at the very back of the book for “No 
surnames.” Sometimes even if a person of color had a 
surname, record keepers ignored it. 

´ If all else fails, look under “Indian” and “Negro” as surnames. 



Land Records: Town Halls and the 
Connecticut State Library
´ The first volume of Hartford’s Land Records, like the first Hartford Town Votes 

(town meeting minutes) were published by the Connecticut Historical 
Society and can be found on Googlebooks. But for other volumes of land 
records, you will need to go to the town hall or state library. 

´ The land records in the CSL are on microfilm. These can be printed out. 

´ The Connecticut Land Records are organized by a grantor-
grantee/grantee-grantor index. Thus, you have to have the name of the 
landowner to find the deed. 

´ “Indians” are generally listed in the indices of most town land records as 
tribal grantors. Individual Native landowners may not be identified as such. 



Military Records

´ Connecticut has several compilations of military records. Ancestry.com has 
both the French and Indian War (1754-1763) as well as the American 
Revolutionary War. 

´ The second edition of Forgotten Patriots (2008) identifies over 6,600 names 
of African Americans and American Indians who contributed to American 
Independence, a nearly five-fold expansion in pages over the 2001 edition: 
https://www.dar.org/sites/default/files/media/library/DARpublications/Forg
otten_Patriots_ISBN-978-1-892237-10-1.pdf

´ The state library has bound volumes of servicemen from Connecticut in 
almost all major wars. Not all have racial designations, however, so it’s 
important to corroborate names with other records. Pension records on 
Ancestry.com usually do indicate race and ethnicity. Check rejected 
pension applications as well. 



Seamen’s Protection Certificates
´ Database available through Mystic Seaport: 

https://research.mysticseaport.org/databases/protection/

Also available on 
Ancestry.com



Town Meeting Records

´ Hartford Town Votes, 1635-1716, ed. 
Charles Hoadly, published by the 
Connecticut Historical Society.

´ The later, colonial town records for 
Hartford are in the Hartford History 
Center. 

´ Town clerks usually have the town 
meeting records. 



County Court Records 
and Minutes

Hartford County, Connecticut, County Court 
minutes: volumes 3 and 4, 1663-1687, 1697, transcribed 
by Helen S. Ullmann, 
New England Historic Genealogical Society, 2005.

Other Hartford County Court Records are in the 
R003 Archive of the CT State Library 
in manuscript form. 



The Connecticut Colony 
Records

´ The Public Records of the Colony of 
Connecticut, 1636-1776, are searchable 
online at the following link: 
https://lib.dev.uconn.edu/find/collections/
unique-collections/public-records-of-the-
colony-of-connecticut-1636-1776/#

´ The Colony Records are also in nearly 
every library in Connecticut. The standard 
call number is F 97 C7. 



Censuses: 
Federal (Every 10 years from 1790-1940), 
and the Kingsbury “Negro” Census of 1805
´ Federal Census has the names of heads of households 1790-1840
´ Federal Census, 1790-1840, enumerates enslaved people only by 

number without breaking down age or sex as with white members 
of a household

´ Federal Census after 1850 lists names of all members of the 
household with age, sex, race, occupation, birthplace of parents. 
Later censuses given even more information. 

´ Caveat: Federal Census is not always accurate, so corroborate!
´ Kingsbury Census of 1805, housed at the Stowe Center in Hartford, 

gives names and length of residency in Hartford + other information 
as provided by the individual



City Directories (Ancestry.com and in 
Libraries)
´ City directories for Hartford began in 1822. The 

directories were published as Geer’s City Directories. 
´ Most major cities have city directories. 
´ They are online at Ancestry and are available at the 

local public library, the State Library and most university 
libraries in the area. 

´ In Geer’s, names are in alphabetical order, but people 
of color are listed at the back of the book in the first 
couple of decades. If you look at the front of the book 
and don’t see the name, continue to the final pages. 



The Connecticut State Library Databases: 
https://ctstatelibrary.org/subjectguides/databases
-individuals-listed-state-a

Searchable spreadsheets 
are indices (indexes) of 
names. If you want more 
information, you can use 
the state archives to look 
at the file papers and 
court records in the 
History and Genealogy 
room. 



The Connecticut Nutmegger
´The Connecticut Nutmegger is an old 

genealogical magazine that dates to the 19th

century. It will often have citations to records 
about people of color, especially Native 
people. 

´ It is accessible via American Ancestors, 
americanancestors.org, an arm of the New 
England Historical and Genealogical Register. 
Many libraries also have copies. 



Final Tips and Reminders
´ Before the 19th century there was no standardized spelling. The word 

“squaw” can be transcribed “square.” “Indian” can be “Jndian.” 

´ You have to search using antiquated terms, even ones that today might be 
offensive. Newspapers are more colloquial than government documents. 

´ In the colonial period, there were no birth records, per se. Infant baptism 
was practiced by most Protestant denominations and Roman Catholics. 

´ People of color will usually be designated as such in colonial records, but 
not always. By the mid-19th century some types of records stopped 
identifying by race or ethnicity. 

´ Race is a social construct, so how people perceived it and recorded it 
varied. It could be complexion (dark, light) or place-based (African, 
Podunk) or by color (black, tawney) or blood quantum (mulatto, mustee). 
Negro, colored, and black were the most common designators for people 
of African descent; Indian and squaw were the most common for Native 
people. Native people were also sometimes described as colored or 
mulatto, especially by the 19th century. 


